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Viscous coupling based lattice Boltzmann model for binary mixtures
Pietro Asinari
Department of Energy Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, Torino, Italy
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A new lattice Boltzmann model for binary mixtures, which can naturally include both the two-fluid
approach and the single-fluid approach, is developed. The model is derived from the continuous
kinetic model proposed by Hamel, which independently takes into account self-collisions and cross
collisions. The original kinetic model is discussed in order to appreciate that cross collisions realize
an internal coupling force, proportional to the diffusion velocity, and an additional coupling effect
in the effective stress tensor, proportional to the deformation of the barycentric velocity field. For
this reason, Hamel’s model is the natural forerunner of all linearized models based on the two-fluid
approach and allows us to describe binary mixtures at different limiting regimes consistently. A
discrete lattice Boltzmann model, which recovers the original Hamel’s model with second-order
accuracy in both time and space, is proposed. This discrete model can analyze ordinary diffusion,
pressure diffusion, and forced diffusion. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1927567g
I. INTRODUCTION
There are numerous flow systems in both natural and
industrial processes that involve mass and momentum trans-
port within different miscible species. In order to describe
these phenomena, many theoretical models have been devel-
oped by means of the continuum approach. However some
applications exist where a more fundamental point of view
can be fruitfully applied. In particular, the reactive mixtures,
commonly considered in chemical applications, involve cata-
lytic porous media where the critical size can be reduced so
much to become comparable with the mean free path of the
fluid particles. It seems natural to adopt in these cases a
kinetic approach in order to try to overcome the difficulties
due to the macroscopic approach.
Unfortunately, only in a few simple cases it is possible to
formulate an accurate kinetic model, for example, the model
based on the Boltzmann equation for an ideal gas, and even
in fewer cases it is possible to numerically solve it.1 This
consideration explains the interest in using simplified kinetic
models2–4 for reducing the computational efforts. These
models involve some microscopic parameters which are usu-
ally adjusted in order to recover the macroscopic transport
coefficients. In this way, the intrinsic nature of the micro-
scopic approach is violated and finally a mesoscopic tool is
obtained, which somehow produces a simplified microscopic
picture of the phenomenon on the basis of the macroscopic
information. On the other hand, as long as the macroscopic
equations are recovered, the mesoscopic models allow us to
widen the set of possible applications beyond the constraints
due to the derivation process of the accurate kinetic models.
The lattice Boltzmann method sLBMd in the past few
years has become a very popular discretization technique
used to solve simplified kinetic models.5–10 When complex
geometries are involved and the interparticle interactions
must be taken into account, the discretized models derived
by means of the lattice Boltzmann method offer some com-
putational advantages over continuum based models, particu-
larly for large parallel computing. A more complete and re-
cent coverage of various previous contributions on LBM is
beyond the purposes of the present work, but can be found in
Ref. 11.
A promising application for lattice Boltzmann models is
the analysis of reactive mixtures in porous catalysts.12,13 For
this reason, a lot of work has been performed in recent years
to produce accurate lattice Boltzmann models for multicom-
ponent fluids and, in particular, for mixtures composed of
miscible species.14–27 The problem is to find a proper way,
within the framework of a simplified kinetic model, for de-
scribing the interactions among particles of different types.
Once this is defined, the extension of the model to reactive
flows is straightforward28,29 and it will essentially involve
additional source terms in the species equations according to
the reaction rate. Unfortunately, most existing lattice Boltz-
mann models for mixtures are based on pseudopotential
interactions,15–17 heuristic free energies,14,18–21 or linearized
cross-collisional operators.23–27 Actually, the lattice model in
Ref. 27 involves a nonlinear cross-collisional operator, which
has been heuristically conjectured without any theoretical
foundation. However, the Chapman–Enskog asymptotic
analysis, reported in the original paper, was performed only
for a linearized approximation and for this reason the non-
linear features of this model are not completely clear.
The older models14–22 were based on the single-fluid
approach. Essentially, the averaged effect due to both self
collisions and cross collisions is described by means of a
total BGK-like sBhatnagar-Gross-Krookd collisional opera-
tor. Considering some of the special mixture properties in the
Maxwellian distribution function of the BGK-like collisional
operator, each species will be forced to evolve towards the
mixture equilibrium conditions. For almost a decade now,
diffusions driven by concentration, pressure, temperature,
and external forces have been studied by these models for an
arbitrary number of components with nonideal interactions.
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However, this approach is characterized by the following
drawbacks.30,31
sid It is not completely correct to jointly model self-
collisions, which involve particles of the same type,
and cross collisions, which involve particles of differ-
ent types, by using a unique simplified collisional op-
erator. The obtained mesoscopic framework is very
far from actual microscopic dynamics and from the
macroscopic point of view the kinematic viscosity of
each species, the mutual diffusivity, and the mixture
kinematic viscosity are coupled to each other. For this
reason, the single momentum equation for each spe-
cies cannot be properly solved.
siid The mixture momentum conservation is locally en-
sured by using a Maxwellian distribution function for
these models that involve a mixture equilibrium ve-
locity, which is essentially a properly conjectured lin-
ear combination of species velocities involving the
relaxation time constants. Although the mixture equi-
librium velocity allows us to ensure the desired mo-
mentum conservation, the fact that it is not completely
defined only in terms of the macroscopic parameters,
because of the intrinsic dependence on the relaxation
time constants, is not very convenient.
siiid Modeling the interactions among particles of different
types and macroscopically recovering the desired dif-
fusion equations requires these models to adopt an
interaction pseudopotential or a long-range coupling
force, allowing for the introduction of an additional
momentum exchange among particles. In this way, a
proper fitting of the consequent macroscopic equa-
tions allows one to mimic all the diffusion driving
mechanisms of the continuous kinetic theory. Al-
though this approach has been sufficiently justified by
careful theoretical analysis,32 a model, which includes
these diffusion driving mechanisms, without any kind
of ad hoc cumbersome fitting would be obviously
much more preferable.
The conclusion is that, although the single-fluid approach
proved to be an accurate numerical tool for solving some
macroscopic equations for a large number of applications, it
provides a limited mesoscopic picture of the phenomena.
On the other hand, some models24–27 based on the two-
fluid approach have been proposed. According to this ap-
proach, each species relaxes towards its equilibrium configu-
ration according to its specific relaxation time and some
coupling must be considered in order to describe the colli-
sions among different species. Some models24–26 adopt a
force coupling in the momentum equations, which is derived
from a linearized kinetic term. This technique allows us to
describe the effects of collisions among particles of different
species by means of an approximated forcing term. Recently,
another model has been proposed, which tries to overcome
this approximation.27 In this case any approximation is
avoided in the formal formulation of the model, but there
is no discussion about the effects of this improvement in the
hydrodynamic equations. The original paper27 reports a
Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis of a linearized ver-
sion of the proposed model based on a simple force coupling
in the momentum equations, which produces results similar
to those of previous models.
The best way to understand the limits of force coupling
and the possible ways to overcome them is to consider, once
again, the kinetic theory. It is well known that the lattice
Boltzmann models can be directly derived from the kinetic
models using some standard discretization procedures and
proper approximations.7,33,34 A more complete theoretical
framework concerning how to systematically construct LBM
models from the continuous kinetic theory is reported in
Ref. 35. There is a significant amount of literature concern-
ing gas mixtures within the kinetic theory framework.30,31 In
his doctoral thesis, Kolodner,36 following Grad’s moment
method, investigated what variables, in addition to the clas-
sical fundamental variables, must be considered in order to
properly describe the phenomena occurring in binary mix-
tures. The classical work of Chapman and Cowling30 was
concerned with the determination of the transport coeffi-
cients for binary mixtures by means of the full Boltzmann
equations. Among the simplified kinetic models, the first
single-fluid model for binary mixtures is due to Gross and
Krook,37,38 which is based on a BGK-like collisional opera-
tor. Sirovich39,40 proposed the linearization of the previous
model’s equation. Actually the Sirovich’s model is based on
nonlinear equations because the linearization was done
around a local Maxwellian.41 This model historically started
the two-fluid approach. Trying to generalize Sirovich’s re-
sults, Hamel42–44 proposed a simplified kinetic model which
was able to include both the single-fluid and two-fluid ap-
proaches, by considering multiple equilibrium distribution
functions involving the respective species velocities and the
mixture velocity. Unfortunately in the original paper43 no
Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis of the model was re-
ported and the transport properties were discussed by using
the coefficients appearing in Sirovich’s equation. Reducing
the computational efforts, the linearized kinetic models be-
came very popular and they were mathematically
formalized.45 More recently it has been pointed out that none
of the previous models reduce to a BGK-like equation when
mechanically identical components are considered, despite
the fact that all of them are based on a BGK-like equation for
each species.46 This means that none of the previous models
satisfies the indifferentiability principle, i.e., the fact that
when all the species are identical one recovers the equation
for a single component gas, which is correctly satisfied by a
single-fluid model, recently proposed.47
Following the style of Hamel’s work, a two-fluid simpli-
fied kinetic model is proposed here and only small changes
are introduced in order to satisfy the indifferentiability prin-
ciple when cross collisions prevail. The model is formulated
in such a way as to recover the conventional BGK equations
for the limiting case of noninteracting particles and the con-
sistent single-fluid approach for ideally coupled particles.
The hydrodynamic equations are fully derived by means of
the Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis, allowing us to
point out that the model is characterized by an additional
coupling among the species, called viscous coupling to dis-
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tinguish it from the force coupling previously considered. A
strategy for tuning the mesoscopic parameters of the model
to recover the desired transport coefficients is proposed. Fi-
nally, a lattice sdiscretizedd version of the previous model
and a strategy for tuning the lattice mesoscopic parameters
are also discussed. In the present paper, only isothermal con-
ditions and nearly incompressible flows are considered, be-
cause they are enough to analyze the effects of viscous cou-
pling. The properties of the Maxwell molecule are assumed
in deriving the model and only the problem of binary mix-
tures is considered. The full generalization of the method to
gas mixtures is quite straightforward, as only few changes
are required.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a
brief review for some of the existing mixture kinetic models.
In particular, Sec. II A discusses Hamel’s model, which
forms the theoretical basis of the present paper and Sec. II C
discusses some linearized models, which include the well-
known Sirovich’s model. The proposed lattice Boltzmann
model is designed and the hydrodynamic equations are de-
rived in Sec. III. Lastly in Sec. IV some numerical results are
reported for the proposed discrete lattice model and the con-
clusions of the paper are discussed. The Chapman–Enskog
asymptotic analysis of the continuous Hamel’s model and of
the lattice Boltzmann model for binary mixtures are reported,
respectively, in Appendix A and in Appendix B.
II. KINETIC THEORY OF BINARY MIXTURES
A. Adopted kinetic model
Let us consider a mixture simply composed of two types
of particles, labeled a and b. Following the derivation of the
Boltzmann equation for a pure system of single species, the
kinetic equations for a mixture can be derived in a very simi-
lar way:30,31
] fa
]t
+ v · = fa + ga · =vfa = Qaa + Qab, s1d
] fb
]t
+ v · = fb + gb · =vfb = Qbb + Qba, s2d
where Qaa and Qbb are the collisional terms which describe
the collisions among particles of the same type sself-
collisionsd, while Qab and Qba are the collisional terms due to
the interactions among different species scross collisionsd.
Each collisional term has a well-known structure similar to
the collisional operator involved in the Boltzmann equation
for the single fluid. The time evolution of the distribution
function for each species is affected both by collisions with
particles of the same type and with particles of different type.
These two phenomena are the kinetic driving forces of the
equilibration process for the whole mixture. A simplified ki-
netic model which allows us to separately describe both driv-
ing forces, as it happens for the original Boltzmann equa-
tions, would be desirable. Essentially, the key idea is to
substitute the previous collisional terms with simplified ones
Qsf , fd→Jsfd, which are selected with a BGK-like structure.
In the following only the equation for a generic species s
=a ,b will be considered. The simplified kinetic equation has
the general form
] fs
]t
+ v · = fs + gs · =vfs = −
1
ts
ffs − fse g
−
1
tms
ffs − fssmde g , s3d
where ts is the relaxation time constant for self-collisions,
tms is the relaxation time constant for the cross collisions, fse
is a Maxwellian distribution function of the specific velocity,
while fssmde is a Maxwellian distribution function of a mixture
characteristic velocity. The explicit expressions of the previ-
ous Maxwellians are
fse =
rs
mss2pesdD/2
expF− sv − usd22es G , s4d
fssmde =
rs
mss2pesdD/2
expF− sv − uxd22es G , s5d
where rs is the density, ms is the particle mass, and us is the
macroscopic velocity, while es and ux are tunable parameters
of the model. The parameters tms and ux are not indepen-
dently tunable parameters. In order to satisfy the local mo-
mentum conservation for the whole mixture, the following
condition must hold:
o
s
E msvffs − fssmde g/tmsdv = o
s
rssus − uxd/tms = 0.
s6d
The tunable parameters of the previous model may be easily
obtained by demanding that the moments of the model equa-
tions yield, in addition to the conservation equations, the
correct ratio for the times characterizing the relaxation of the
velocity and temperature differences.41 In this way the results
of Hamel42 are recovered without any approximation and the
mixture characteristic velocity can be identified with the
mass averaged velocity ux=um, where
um =
o
s
msus
o
s
ms
. s7d
The local momentum conservation given by Eq. s6d implies
that the quantity rs / smstmsd must be a constant and so the
cross-collision relaxation time constants differ from one an-
other. It is easy to check that Hamel’s model does not satisfy
the indifferentiability principle. In the following, a strategy
for setting the tunable parameters will be proposed, which
essentially allows a smooth transition from the two-fluid ap-
proach to the single-fluid approach. The characteristic veloc-
ity will be set in such a way as to guarantee the indifferen-
tiability principle at least for the fully coupled configuration,
when the mixture evolves as a single fluid. The characteristic
velocity of the mixture can be identified with the barycentric
velocity
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ux = u = o
s
xsus, s8d
where xs=rs /osrs is the mass concentration of the generic
species. In this case, the local momentum conservation given
by Eq. s6d implies tma=tmb=tm. It is easy to check that if
cross collisions prevail, the summation of the BKG-like ki-
netic equations for each species allows us to recover a BGK-
like kinetic equation for the mixture.
The Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis of the previ-
ous kinetic model yields ssee Appendix Ad
]rs
]t
+ = · srsusd = 0, s9d
]srsusd
]t
+ = · fs1 − asdrsus ^ us + asrsu ^ u
+ asrsuassd ^ ws + asrsws ^ uassdg
= − = srsesd + rsgs −
1
tm
rsws
+ = · hasrsestmf=uassd + = uassd
T gj , s10d
where as=ts / sts+tmd is a bounded function of the relax-
ation time constants such that 0łasł1, ws=us−u is the
diffusion velocity with regard to the barycentric velocity, and
uassd= s1−asdus+asu is a linear combination between the
specific velocity and the barycentric velocity. Unlike what
happens at macroscopic level when the usual BGK equation
is considered, in Eq. s10d the relaxation time constants effect
the advection term, the viscous term, and an internal forcing
term, which directly allows us to exchange momentum
among the species. In a mesoscopic framework, a strategy
for setting the relaxation time constants of the model is
needed.
The system of macroscopic equations derived by the
usual BGK equation for noninteracting species can be easily
recovered by considering as→0. Two cases are possible:
1 /ts→‘ and 1/tm→0, but only the second one is allowed
because it produces a nonzero viscosity astm→ts. In a simi-
lar way, the system of macroscopic equations derived by the
single-fluid BGK-like equation for ideally miscible compo-
nents can be easily recovered by considering as→1. Two
cases are possible: 1 /tm→‘ and 1/ts→0, but only the sec-
ond one is allowed because it produces a nonzero viscosity
astm→tm. The previous discussion allows us to prove that
all the relaxation frequencies of the model must be bounded
from above. Let us define 1/ts
0 and 1/tm
0 the maximum value
for the specific relaxation frequency and for the single-fluid
relaxation frequency, respectively. Let us introduce two ad-
ditional tunable parameters which are defined in the follow-
ing way:
x =
1/ts
1/ts
0 , s11d
e =
1/tm
1/tm
0 . s12d
For simplicity, a unique value of the parameter x for all the
species will be considered. In this way, the whole set of
relaxation frequencies is uniquely identified by a point
Pse ,xd on the plane f0,1g3 f0,1g,R2, which will be called
Hamel’s plane. For example, the point Ps0,1d on Hamel’s
plane identifies mixtures of noninteracting species and im-
plies the following macroscopic momentum equation:
]srsusd
]t
+ = · frsus ^ usg = − = srsesd + rsgs
+ = · frsests
0s=us
+ = us
Tdg . s13d
By assuming rses= ps and ests
0
=ns, where ps is the partial
pressure and ns is the kinematic viscosity for the generic
species, the Navier–Stokes equation is recovered. This al-
lows us to identify the value of the internal energy es
= ps /rs and the minimum value of the relaxation time ts
0
=ns /es.
The point Ps1,0d on Hamel’s plane identifies the mix-
tures which can be described by the single-fluid approach. In
this case, the momentum equation reads
]srsusd
]t
+ = · frsu ^ u + rsu ^ ws + rsws ^ ug
= − = srsesd + rsgs −
1
tm
0 rsws
+ = · frsestm
0 s=u + = uTdg . s14d
The identification process is not obvious, because the relax-
ation time constant tm
0 is involved in two different terms: the
internal forcing term and the viscous term. Hamel’s model
has the advantage of highlighting the effects of cross colli-
sions on both diffusion process and effective mixture viscos-
ity. These phenomena can induce coupling among the spe-
cies, i.e., they force the species velocities to be similar to the
barycentric velocity. For this reason, the force coupling and
the viscous coupling can be distinguished at the macroscopic
level by considering the respective terms in the momentum
equations, but they have the same microscopic origin, i.e.,
cross collisions.
1. Tuning strategy based on diffusion
Since the internal forcing term is the leading term of the
diffusion process, a popular practice, derived from the
single-fluid approach,22 consists of relating the relaxation
time constant tm
0 with the diffusion coefficient. For this rea-
son, it is worthy to analyze the different mechanisms driving
the diffusion processes in Hamel’s model. Neglecting the
inertial effects, the difference between the two Navier–
Stokes equations for each species sa and bd leads to the fol-
lowing equation:
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1
tm
0 sua − ubd = −
r2e
rarb
d + tm
0 sea − ebd„2u , s15d
where the driving force is
d =
rarb
r2e
F 1
ra
= sraead −
1
rb
= srbebd − sga − gbdG , s16d
and e=osxses. The viscous effects in Eq. s15d are usually
negligible because it can be assumed that the derivatives are
slowly varying with respect to the diffusion process.24,25
Making explicit the role of mass concentrations yields
d =
rarb
r2e
F ear
ra
= xa −
ebr
rb
= xb + sea − ebd
1
r
= r
− sga − gbdG . s17d
We can attribute the discrepancy in the species velocities to
three different driving mechanisms: the concentration gradi-
ents, the pressure gradient swhich is proportional to the
whole mixture density for ideal gasesd by means of different
particle masses seaÞebd, and the inequality of the external
forces acting on different components. The diffusions driven
by these driving mechanisms are called the ordinary diffu-
sion, pressure diffusion, and the forced diffusion, respec-
tively. Since for binary mixtures =xb=−=xa, the final ex-
pression of the diffusive flux can be recovered,
rawa = − tm
0 srbea + raebd = xa + tm
0 rarb
r
sea − ebdStm0 „2u
−
1
r
= rD + tm0 rarbr sga − gbd . s18d
If the cross-collision relaxation time constant is set such as
tm
0
=D / sxbea+xaebd, then the correct expression of the Fick’s
first law of diffusion can be recovered, where D is the mutual
diffusivity.
Let us consider a fluid flow characterized by a low Rey-
nolds number. In this case, the viscous effects are relevant
because it cannot be assumed that the derivatives are slowly
varying with regard to the diffusion process. According to
Eq. s18d the viscous term leads to an additional diffusive
mechanism. However, if we want to model only the ordinary
diffusion driven by concentration gradients, then it is pos-
sible to consider a different linear combination between the
two Navier–Stokes equations for each species sa and bd and
to consequently obtain a more convenient expression of the
diffusion flux. In particular, the diffusive flux becomes
rawa = − tm
0 eaeb
e
r = xa + tm
0 rarb
r
S eb
e
ga −
ea
e
gbD . s19d
Obviously the expression given by Eq. s19d is equivalent to
that given by Eq. s18d. If the external forcing terms are tuned
such as ebga=eagb, then only ordinary diffusion survives. If
the cross-collision relaxation time constant is set such as
tm
0
=eD* / seaebd, then the correct expression of the Fick’s first
law of diffusion can also be recovered, but a modified mutual
diffusivity D* has been considered.
Once the cross-collision relaxation time constant is set in
order to reproduce the desired diffusive process, then the
mixture viscosity is consequently defined. For high diffusive
processes, 1 /tm
0 →‘ and the internal forcing term yields high
coupling among the species, i.e., us<u. This means also
tm
0 →0, and so only systems characterized by negligible vis-
cous effects can be simulated.31
In order to fix this problem, the two-fluid approach,
based on linearized collisional operator that takes into ac-
count cross collisions,24,25 allows one to tune the internal
forcing term independently of the mixture viscosity. How-
ever in this case, the mixture viscosity becomes a linear com-
bination of the component viscosities. Unfortunately the
mixture viscosity can be a very complex function of the
component viscosities48 due to cross collisions and the linear
approximation may be valid only in the simplest cases.
2. Tuning strategy based on mixture viscosity
The following tuning strategy for the relaxation time
constant tm
0 is proposed. By summing the momentum equa-
tions for the species s14d and recalling the definition of bary-
centric velocity, the momentum equation for the mixture is
recovered:
]srud
]t
+ = · sru ^ ud = − = sred + rg
+ = · fretm
0 s=u + = uTdg ,
s20d
where r=osrs is the mixture density, e=osxses= p /r is the
mixture internal energy, p=osps is the mixture pressure, and
g=osxsgs is the mass averaged effect of the external field.
Recovering the Navier–Stokes momentum equation for the
mixture requires the minimum value of the cross-collision
relaxation time constants to be tm
0
=nm /e, where nm is the
mixture kinematic viscosity for fully coupled configurations,
i.e., when cross collisions prevail. According to the mesos-
copic framework, this strategy allows us to recover any ex-
perimental mixture viscosity instead of conjecturing a sim-
plified value based on the component viscosities.
Once the cross-collision relaxation time constant is set in
order to reproduce the desired mixture viscosity, then the
diffusive process is consequently defined. It is possible to
quantify this effect by means of the Schmidt number which
is the ratio between kinematic viscosity and mutual diffusiv-
ity. The Schmidt number can be considered analogous to the
Prandtl number for mass transfer and obviously depends on
the adopted definition of mutual diffusivity. Assuming that
D=tm
0 sxbea+xaebd because the viscous effects are negligible
and spatial derivatives are slowly varying with regard to the
diffusion process, the Schmidt number is Sc0=e / sxbea
+xaebd or, if D*=tm
0 seaebd /e is assumed in the low Reynolds
number limit, it becomes Sc0
*
=D* /nm=e2 / seaebd. Hamel’s
model in both cases implies a fixed value of the Schmidt
number because both diffusion and mixture viscosities de-
pend on the same cross-collision relaxation time constant tm.
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This feature will be better discussed later on, concerning
neither fully decoupled nor ideally coupled intermediate con-
figurations and linearized models.
Unfortunately there is no proof that this strategy of set-
ting the relaxation time constants ensures the ideal coupling
among the species, i.e., us<u, as it should be expected.
Moreover, the behavior of the model for mixtures which can-
not be considered neither fully decoupled nor ideally
coupled, implies for 0,as,1.
Let us consider a given number of different mixtures in
the same isothermal condition: each mixture is made by
components which share the same characteristics in terms of
mass concentrations, molecular weights, kinematic viscosi-
ties and only differ in terms of diffusivity, that is, coupling
strength. Equivalently, let us analyze a given mixture in iso-
thermal conditions but for different temperature values and
suppose that temperature effects diffusivity more than what
happens for other thermophysical properties. In both the
cases, it is possible to exclusively vary the coupling strength
among the species. On Hamel’s plane, we can smoothly
move from the fully decoupled configuration Ps0,1d to the
ideally diffusive configuration Ps1,0d and the set of the in-
termediate points PHsxH ,ed defines a curve. If we arbitrarily
adopt the parameter e as an index of the coupling strength,
this means that some function xHsed which smoothly de-
scribes the intermediate configurations, such that xHs0d=1
and xHs1d=0, will exist. The function xHsed will be called
Hamel’s function and determines the behavior of the kinetic
model by means of the function as involved in Eq. s10d. This
function can be reformulated by means of the new variables,
assed =
egs
xH + egs
, s21d
where gs= sxsnsd / sysnmd and ys is the volume concentration
for the generic species, defined as ys= ps /osps.
In this paper, the tuning strategy based on mixture vis-
cosity will be assumed to better highlight the features of
viscous coupling. Particularly in the following section,
Hamel’s function will be calculated for controlling the effec-
tive viscosity of the mixture at any intermediate coupling
strength.
B. Infinitely long channel
For simplicity, let us consider an infinitely long channel
in the x direction sy identifies the transverse directiond. When
a single fluid realizes a laminar flow through it, the typical
conditions of the Poiseuille flow are recovered. A binary
mixture will be considered in the following. This test prob-
lem because of its simplicity allows us to find a general
expression for Hamel’s function: the effectiveness of this re-
sult will be verified by numerical simulations for two-
dimensional domains. In the low Mach number limit, the
inertial effects described by the left-hand side of Eq. s10d can
be neglected. In the same limit, the velocity field is essen-
tially solenoidal sdivergence-freed and the effects due to the
pressure gradient are also negligible, when ideal gases are
considered. Under these hypotheses Eq. s10d becomes
V
]2ux
]y2
= eFux − ax, s22d
where V is the viscosity matrix, F is the matrix which de-
scribes the internal force coupling, ux= fua
x
,ub
xgT is a vector
collecting the x components of the specific velocities, and
ax = F− ea ] ra/]x + ragax
− eb ] rb/]x + rbgb
x G . s23d
The elements of the viscosity matrix are
Vijsed = rini
xHdij + egixj
fxH + egig2
, s24d
where i and j stand for species labels, i.e., a or b. The matrix
which describes the internal force coupling is
F = xaxb
re
nm
F+ 1 − 1
− 1 + 1 G . s25d
The force coupling can be defined internally because
detsFd=0. Analyzing the solutions of the previous system,
given by the Eq. s22d, let us discuss the determinant of the
matrix V:
detsVd =
ranarbnb
fxH + egag2fxH + egbg2
3fxH
2 + 2xHesxaga + xbgbdg ø 0. s26d
In particular for any eP f0,1d, the determinant is positive
and the inverse matrix V−1 exists. For this reason, Eq. s22d
can be rewritten in the following way:
]2ux
]y2
= eV−1Fux − V−1ax. s27d
This system of equations can be diagonalized, resulting in
]2uˆx
]y2
= eDuˆx − bx, s28d
where D=E−1sV−1FdE is the diagonal matrix formed by the
eigenvalues of the matrix sV−1Fd , E is the matrix formed by
the columns of the right eigenvectors of the matrix sV−1Fd,
and bx=E−1V−1ax is the modified forcing term. Indepen-
dently from the mixture properties, the system of equations
is characterized by a null eigenvalue and a positive eigen-
value: let us suppose D11=0 and D22ø0. The equation
which corresponds to the null eigenvalue is
]2uˆ1
x
]y2
= −
aa
x + ab
x
rnc
, 0, s29d
where uˆ1
x and nc are defined as
uˆ1
xsed =
V11sed + V21sed
rncsed
ua
x +
V12sed + V22sed
rncsed
ub
x
, s30d
ncsed =
xana
xH + ega
+
xbnb
xH + egb
. s31d
The equation which corresponds to the positive eigenvalue is
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]2uˆ2
x
]y2
= exaxb
re
nm
rnc
detsVd
uˆ2
x
−
V12sed + V22sed
rncsed
1
detsVdS rbnbaa
x
xH + egb
−
ranaab
x
xH + ega
D ,
s32d
where uˆ2
x is defined as
uˆ2
xsed =
V12sed + V22sed
rncsed
sua
x
− ub
xd . s33d
Equation s29d admits parabolic solutions with negative cur-
vature regardless of the mixture’s properties. On the other
hand, Eq. s32d admits parabolic solutions if and only if the
components of the mixture do not interact with each other
se=0d. In this case, the physical situation is exactly the same
as in Poiseuille flow: the viscous matrix V is diagonal and
the solutions in terms of the original variables ua
x and ub
x will
also be parabolic, because they come from linear combina-
tions of the diagonalized variables uˆ1xs0d and uˆ2xs0d. In par-
ticular, the diagonalized velocity uˆ1xs0d=zaua
x +zbub
x reduces to
the viscous velocity for the mixture un:
un = o
s
zsus, s34d
where zs= sxsnsd /ossxsnsd. In the general case eÞ0, the
coupling among species introduces exponential solutions be-
cause the coefficient multiplying uˆ2
x on the right-hand side of
Eq. s32d is strictly positive. Hence the internal force coupling
changes the nature of the solutions.
How the proposed model describes the diffusion process
can be analyzed by considering the limiting case e→1. Sub-
stituting the definition given by Eq. s33d into Eq. s32d yields
]2uˆ2
x
]y2
=
V12sed + V22sed
rncsed
rarb
detsVdFencsedenm suax − ubxd
− S nbaax/ra
xH + egb
−
naab
x/rb
xH + ega
DG . s35d
If e→1, then detsVd→0 and this means that the right-hand
side of the previous equation tends to prevail over the
second-order spatial derivative. In this case, it is easy to de-
rive an expression for the difference between the species
velocities ua
x
−ub
x
, namely,
ua
x
− ub
x
=
nm
ee
F− eaeb
e
r2
rarb
]
]x
Sra
r
D + S eb
e
ga
x
−
ea
e
gb
xDG .
s36d
The previous difference of specific velocities can be used to
derive the diffusion equation for the concentration xa=ra /r.
Recalling the continuity equation for the generic species
given by Eq. s9d, the following equation holds in the low
Mach number limit:
]xa
]t
+ ux
]xa
]x
= −
]
]x
Frarb
r2
sua
x
− ub
xdG . s37d
Substituting the difference of the specific velocities given by
Eq. s36d in the previous equation, the final expression of the
diffusion equation is recovered, namely,
]xa
]t
+ ux
]xa
]x
= Dc
*
]2xa
]x2
, s38d
where Dc
*sed=nmeaeb / see2d is the modified mutual diffusiv-
ity. This equation will be used later on in order to numeri-
cally measure the diffusivity of the discrete lattice Boltz-
mann model.
Finally, the particular case of e=1 must be discussed.
The system of equations is singular and a solution may exist
if and only if the forcing term satisfies a compatibility con-
dition. Considering e=1 in the system s22d, neglecting the
concentration gradients, and applying the difference between
the equations of the system, the compatibility condition is
obtained:
xaxb
e
nm
sua
x
− ub
xd = xaybga
x
− xbyagb
x
. s39d
The previous result is compatible with Eq. s36d if the species
density is spatially homogeneous, i.e., ]rs /]x=0. If the forc-
ing terms due to the external field are such as xaybga
x
=xbyagb
x
, then the solution of the system of equations is
unique, i.e., ua
x
=ub
x
. Let us model a mixture affected by a
given forcing term rgx. This forcing term acts as a source
term in the mixture momentum equation s20d. In the porous
media simulations, it is quite usual to describe the effects of
the pressure gradient as a forcing term. For the mixtures,
where only the total value of the pressure gradient is known,
the splitting of the forcing term among the momentum equa-
tions for the components can be made by means of the pre-
vious compatibility condition. If the source term for a ge-
neric species is called rsgs
x
, then the compatibility condition
prescribes that rsgs
x
=ysrgx, i.e., the splitting of the forcing
term must be made on the basis of the volume concentra-
tions.
An important feature of the proposed kinetic model is
that the model allows us to tune the determinant of the vis-
cous matrix V by means of the coupling strength e. For this
reason, the mixtures characterized by ideally miscible com-
ponents can be very easily described by setting e=1, i.e., a
finite value. In the usual two-fluid models, the ideally mis-
cible configuration is an asymptotic limiting case, which
only, in principle, can be recovered by increasing the cou-
pling force.25 For the lattice Boltzmann models, some stabil-
ity constraints exist which do not allow us to consider forc-
ing terms too large and this makes the usual way of
recovering the ideally miscible configuration actually im-
practicable. Since the proposed model simulates the coupling
among species by means of the viscous matrix V more than
by means of the force matrix F, it will be called a viscous
coupling based model.
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The previous discussion suggests a way to calculate
Hamel’s function. For intermediate coupling strengths, the
diagonalized velocity uˆ1xsed can be expressed in the following
way:
uˆ1
xsed = un
x + FV11sed + V21sed
rncsed
− zaGsuax − ubxd . s40d
When the difference among the species velocities is large,
the components of the mixture are characterized by weak
interactions and the diagonalized velocity is equivalent to the
mixture viscous velocity uˆ1
xsed< uˆ1
xs0d= uˆ1
xs1d=un
x
, as previ-
ously discussed for the Poiseuille flow. For strong interac-
tions among species, the components velocities essentially
become the same and all the possible velocity averages pro-
duce the same result. In both the cases, the second term
involved in the right-hand side of Eq. s40d is negligible for
different reasons. This suggests considering the approxima-
tion uˆ1
xsed<un
x acceptable for any coupling strength. In this
way, Eq. s29d becomes
]2un
x
]y2
= −
aa
x + ab
x
rnc
, 0, s41d
and this means that the mixture viscous velocity is substan-
tially affected by the critical viscosity, given by Eq. s31d.
This equation will be used later on to numerically measure
the mixture kinematic viscosity of the discrete lattice Boltz-
mann model. The proper value of the critical viscosity can be
tuned by means of Hamel’s function to reproduce the experi-
mental data for the mixture’s viscous velocity. It is reason-
able to assume that, for an intermediate coupling strength,
the critical viscosity belongs to the range defined by the mass
averaged viscosity ncs0d=osxsns and by the mixture viscos-
ity for the ideally miscible configuration ncs1d=nm. Since
Hamel’s function is bounded 0łxHł1, some constraints
exist for the way to connect the previous values of critical
viscosity. In particular, for the linear strategy,
ncsed = o
s
xsns
xH + egs
= s1 − edo
s
xsns + enm s42d
is allowed for any configuration such as nmø1/2osxsns.
The previous constraint can be easily verified by the fact that
the upper bound of the critical viscosity is nc
max
=nm /e. This
imposes a maximum rate of change for the critical viscosity,
when ideally miscible components are considered. Anyway a
connecting path always exists, but for nmł1/2osxsns it is
no longer linear. The condition s42d allows us to calculate
Hamel’s function, which is the last parameter needed to de-
fine the kinetic model.
According to the previous tuning strategy and consider-
ing the low Reynolds number limit, the Schmidt number is
Sc* =
ncsed
Dc
*sed
=
e2
eaeb
Fes1 − edos xsns
nm
+ e2G . s43d
It is easy to prove that the previous result is consistent with
the ideally miscible configuration: in fact if e=1, then Sc*
=Sc0
*
=e2 / seaebd. In the following section, this model will be
compared with the linearized models.
C. Linearized kinetic models
The main difficulty of Hamel’s model is due to the fact
that the zero-order approximation of the velocity distribution
function is a linear combination of Maxwellian functions,
which, in general, is not a Maxwellian itself ssee Appendix
Ad. This is a direct consequence of the fact that, in the sim-
plified collisional operator, two different Maxwellian distri-
bution functions are involved. If the species velocity us does
not differ too much from the barycentric velocity u, this
mathematical complication is not needed and it can be
avoided by means of an asymptotic approximation. It is im-
portant to point out that, in principle, a linearized model can
be considered valid only for configurations close to the con-
stitutive hypotheses used to derive it: in the case that the
cross collisions are so relevant to force the species velocity
to be close to the barycentric velocity.
Equation s3d can be recast in the following form:
] fs
]t
+ v · = fs + gs · =vfs = −
1
astm
ffs − fse g
−
1
tm
ffse − fssmde g . s44d
In order to simplify the last term on the right-hand side of the
previous equation, it is possible to expand fse around fssmde or,
equivalently, to expand fssmde around fse , in the limiting case
that the specific velocity and the barycentric velocity are suf-
ficiently similar. The asymptotic formulas are
fse = fssmde +
fssmde
es
sv − ud · sus − ud + Osuuu3d , s45d
and
fssmde = fse +
fse
es
sv − usd · su − usd + Osuuu3d . s46d
Neglecting the higher order terms and considering a linear
combination of the previous formulas by means of a dimen-
sionless parameter 0łbł1, a set of approximations for the
difference between the Maxwellian distribution functions can
be obtained:
fse − fssmde < Fb fssmd
es
sv − ud + s1 − bd
fse
es
sv − usdG
3sus − ud . s47d
Substituting the previous approximation in Eq. s44d yields
] fs
]t
+ v · = fs + gs · =vfs = −
1
astm
ffs − fse g
−
fssmde
es
b
tm
sv − ud · ws
−
fse
es
1 − b
tm
sv − usd · ws.
s48d
The kinetic model originally proposed by Sirovich can be
recovered if b=0.39 The additional terms in Eq. s48d do not
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effect the zero-order approximation of the distribution func-
tion involved in the asymptotic analysis. For this reason,
although some coupling among species exists, the zero-order
approximation of the distribution function is still Maxwell-
ian. Essentially, the additional terms are similar to the terms
which appear in the Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis
when the external force field is considered: see Eq. sA9d in
Appendix A. It is well known that only the moments of the
forcing term up to the second order are involved in the pre-
vious analysis. In particular, all the approximations s47d pro-
duce the same results for both zero- and first-order moments,
while they differ for the second-order moments. Let us con-
sider, for example, the following second-order moment:
E msv ^ vffse − fssmde gdv < rsf2s1 − bdus ^ us − 2bu
^ u + s2b − 1dsus ^ u
+ u ^ usdg . s49d
The result due to the original Maxwellian distribution func-
tions can be recovered if and only if the approximation char-
acterized by b=1/2 is considered. In fact, it is well known
that the central difference approximation sb=1/2d produces
better results than one-side approximations sb=1 or b=0,
where the last is considered by Sirovich’s modeld. It is pos-
sible to conclude that Sirovich’s model considers only one
possible approximation, which is not the most accurate.
The Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis of the linear-
ized models can be easily performed by analogy with the
analysis of Hamel’s model ssee Appendix Ad. The continuity
equation for each species is the same as Hamel’s model and
it is described by Eq. s9d. The momentum equation is
]srsusd
]t
+ = · srsus ^ us + 2basrsws ^ wsd
= − = sesrsd + rsgs −
1
tm
rsws
+ = · fasrsestms=us + = us
Tdg . s50d
All the linearized models produce a coupling force propor-
tional to the diffusion velocity ws. In some linearized models
sbÞ0d, the diffusion velocity can effect the advection term
but in none of them the diffusion velocity can effect the
viscous term, which is usually the leading term in the low
Mach number limit. If we consider once more the infinitely
deep channel discussed in the preceding section and, in par-
ticular, Eq. s22d, all the linearized models are characterized
by a diagonal viscous matrix V. This means that the deter-
minant of the viscous matrix is always strictly positive and
viscous coupling is not possible.
Again, the problem is finding a method for correlating
the microscopic relaxation time constants with the macro-
scopic transport coefficients. The most usual strategy will be
discussed.24,25 First of all, if the specific relaxation time con-
stant ts is set in such a way that
ts =
nstm
estm − ns
, s51d
then the component viscosity is decoupled by the diffusion
process because asestm=ns and Eq. s50d exactly recovers
the Navier–Stokes momentum equation. Negative values of
the relaxation time constants ts are possible because in the
linearized kinetic equation s44d only the quantity astm is
involved. The cross-collision relaxation time constant tm can
be tuned according to the mutual diffusion coefficient. The
difference between the two Navier–Stokes equations for each
species sa and bd leads to the following equation:
1
tm
sua − ubd = −
r2e
rarb
d + sna„2ua − nb„2ubd , s52d
where the inertial effects have been neglected and the driving
force d is given by Eq. s16d. If the cross-collision relaxation
time constant is set in such a way that
tm =
D
xbea + xaeb
, s53d
where D is the mutual diffusion coefficient, then the expres-
sion for the velocity difference is recovered:4
ua − ub = −
Dr2
rarb
= xa −
D
rbea + raeb
fsea − ebd = r
+ rsga − gbd + rsna„2ua − nb„2ubdg . s54d
It is easy to verify that the linearized models are character-
ized by all the driving mechanisms, which have been previ-
ously discussed for Hamel’s model: the concentration gradi-
ent, the pressure gradient by means of different particle
masses seaÞebd, the inequality of the external forces acting
on different components, and, finally, the inequality of the
viscous effects, if they are not negligible.
In the low Reynolds number limit, it is more convenient
to consider a different linear combination of the two Navier–
Stokes equations for each species sa and bd in order to obtain
the following equation:
1
tm
sua − ubd = −
eaeb
e
r2
rarb
= xa + S eb
e
ga −
ea
e
gbD . s55d
If the external forcing terms are tuned in such a way that
ebga=eagb and cross-collision relaxation time constant is
tm =
D*e
eaeb
, s56d
then the Fick’s first law of diffusion can be recovered, but a
modified mutual diffusivity D* has been considered. Conse-
quently, in the low Reynolds number limit, the Schmidt num-
ber is
Sc* =
eo
s
xsns
tmeaeb
, s57d
and it can be freely tuned by setting the cross-collision re-
laxation time constant. This is probably the best advantage of
linearized models.24,25
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However, the usual strategy for setting the relaxation
time constants has a drawback. When very high coupling
strengths are considered, it is possible to assume us<u. In
this case, summing the species momentum equations s50d, it
is possible to obtain the momentum equation for the bary-
centric velocity and it is easy to verify that the value of the
mixture viscosity for ideally miscible components coincides
with the mass averaged viscosity osxsns. From the experi-
mental point of view, this formula is valid as a first-order
approximation: actually the mixture viscosity can be a very
complicated function of the mixture properties.48 Also in this
case, the problem can be solved by modifying the strategy
for setting the relaxation time constants, as previously done
for Hamel’s model. In this way, the mixture viscosity be-
comes a tunable parameter, but this is not sufficient to de-
scribe the ideally miscible configuration because the viscous
matrix, involved in Eq. s22d, is always nonsingular.
Since the viscous coupling for the linearized models is
not possible, the ideally miscible configuration, i.e., when us
does not differ too much from the barycentric velocity u, can
be recovered if and only if the the coupling force is infinitely
large, namely, 1 /tm→‘. From the practical point of view,
the numerical stability constraints do not allow us to simulate
an infinitely large coupling force and for this reason the ide-
ally miscible configuration cannot be practically recovered.
On the other hand, in the complete Hamel’s model it is suf-
ficient to assume the maximum coupling strength, i.e., e=1,
to exactly ensure the ideally miscible configuration. This re-
sult proves that the viscous coupling is more effective than
the force coupling in reproducing the ideally miscible con-
figuration because a lower sfinited value of the coupling
strength is enough to reproduce the single-fluid approach. In
the following section, the lattice Boltzmann version of
Hamel’s model is constructed.
III. LATTICE BOLTZMANN MODEL FOR BINARY
MIXTURES
In the following section, a lattice Boltzmann model for
binary mixtures based on Hamel’s model, defined by the Eqs.
s3d–s5d and s8d, is constructed. The discrete ordinate method
is commonly utilized for solving the integro-differential
equations involved for modeling the rarefied gas flows1 and
it will be adopted in this case to construct the lattice Boltz-
mann model.34 According to this method, a set of discrete
microscopic velocities vl must be defined and the velocity
distribution function will be exclusively evaluated for the
selected velocities. This set of microscopic velocities is
called lattice and it is usually defined without fixing the mag-
nitude of the microscopic velocities, which is a tunable pa-
rameter. In the proposed model, a square lattice sD2Q9d for a
two-dimensional computational domain, which makes use of
nine discrete velocities, is considered.6 The lattice discrete
velocities are defined in the following way:
vl = 5 c f0,0g , l = 0c fcosslp/2 − p/2d,sinslp/2 − p/2dg , l = 1,2,3,4˛2c fcosslp/2 − 9p/4d,sinslp/2 − 9p/4dg , l = 5,6,7,8, 6 s58d
where c is a tunable parameter which is called lattice veloc-
ity. Since only the discrete velocities are allowed, the prob-
lem reduces to computing the generic discretized distribution
function fsl, which is essentially the value of the velocity
distribution function when the lth discrete velocity is con-
sidered, fslst ,xd= fsst ,x ,vld. In this way, the original kinetic
equation, which is an integro-differential equation, reduces
to a system of differential equations,
] fsl
]t
+ vl · = fsl + gs · =vfsl = −
xH
ts
0 ffsl − fselg
−
e
tm
0 ffsl − fssmdel g s59d
for any 0łlł8. The kinetic term which takes into account
the effects of the external force field can be simplified. This
practice is based on the fact that the nonequilibrium distri-
bution function does not differ too much from the equilib-
rium distribution with regard to the microscopic velocity in
the fluid regime limit.32 In this way, the following approxi-
mation can be adopted:
− =vfsl < − =vfsel = s1 − asd
fsel
es
svl − usd
+ as
fssmdel
es
svl − ud . s60d
Substituting the previous approximation in the equation for
the discretized distribution function yields
] fsl
]t
+ vl · = fsl = −
xH
ts
0 ffsl − fselg −
e
tm
0 ffsl − fssmdel g
+ s1 − asd
fsel
es
svl − usd · gs
+ as
fssmdel
es
svl − ud · gs. s61d
Since only the discrete distribution functions for the lattice
microscopic velocities are considered, an interpolation test
function must be adopted to calculate the macroscopic mo-
ments. The key idea is to reduce the statistical moments of
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the continuous distribution function to weighted summations
of the discretized distribution functions by means of proper
quadrature formulas. The interpolation test function should
be chosen in such a way as to include the equilibrium distri-
bution function as a particular case, in order to allow us to
recover the equilibrium conditions. The problem is that the
equilibrium distribution function is an exponential function,
while the moments are polynomial forms of the macroscopic
quantities. This mismatch can easily be overcome by con-
tinuous integration but not by a quadrature formula, which
cannot change the nature of the interpolation test function.
For this reason the equilibrium distribution function must
also be approximated with a polynomial form. If the low
Mach number limit is considered, then the equilibrium dis-
tribution function can be linearized around the state at rest.
For the Maxwellian distribution function centered on the
specific velocity, this approximation yields
fsel <
rs
mss2pesdD/2
expF− svld22es G
3F1 + vl · us
es
+
svl · usd2
2es
2 −
us
2
2es
G , s62d
and similarly for the Maxwellian distribution function cen-
tered on the barycentric velocity it yields
fssmdel <
rs
mss2pesdD/2
expF− svld22es G
3F1 + vl · u
es
+
svl · ud2
2es
2 −
u2
2es
G , s63d
where in both the cases only the terms up to the second order
in the macroscopic velocities have been considered. Equa-
tion s61d can be formulated by introducing some auxiliary
variables:
]ws
l
]t
+ vl · = ws
l
= −
xH
ts
0 fws
l
− ws
elg −
e
tm
0 fws
l
− wssmd
el g
+ s1 − asd
ws
el
es
svl − usd · gs
+ as
wssmd
el
es
svl − ud · gs, s64d
where ws
l
= fsl /Qsl , wsel= fsel /Qsl , wssmdel = fssmdel /Qsl, and
Qsl =
1
mss2pesdD/2
expF− svld22es G . s65d
The deviation of the distribution function from the one at rest
is also small in the fluid regime limit. It can be assumed that
the function ws
l belongs to the same class of functions which
includes the equilibrium functions ws
el and wssmd
el
, i.e., the
class of the D-dimensional second-order polynomial forms.
The unknown parameters involved into the interpolation test
function can be determined by using the calculated values of
the distribution function for the lattice microscopic veloci-
ties. Once the interpolation test function is well defined,34 the
quadrature formulas for the calculation of the macroscopic
moments can be obtained. In this case they are
rs = o
l=0
8
§lws
l
, s66d
rsus = o
l=0
8
§lvlws
l
, s67d
where §l are the weighting factors
§l = 54/9, l = 01/9, l = 1,2,3,4
1/36, l = 5,6,7,8. 6 s68d
The terms up to the second-order in the macroscopic quan-
tities have been considered in the approximations s62d and
s63d, so the forcing terms in Eq. s64d can be simplified by
neglecting higher order terms. It is well known that consid-
ering different-order approximations can lead to numerical
inaccuracies. Since the acceleration due to the external force
field can be considered of the first order, the terms multiply-
ing the acceleration must be of the first order with regard to
the macroscopic velocities.49 For this reason, the equations
for the discretized distribution functions become
]ws
l
]t
+ vl · = ws
l
= −
xH
ts
0 fws
l
− ws
elg −
e
tm
0 fws
l
− wssmd
el g
+
1
˛es
kassd
l
· gs, s69d
where
kassd
l
= rsFvl − uassd˛es + v
l
· uassd
˛es3
vlG . s70d
For recovering Eq. s69d, the property that the vector kassd
l is
linear with regard to the macroscopic velocities has been
used.
The left-hand side of Eq. s69d is essentially a substantial
derivative and it involves a known microscopic velocity of
the lattice, defined by Eq. s58d. The ordinary derivatives can
be numerically estimated by considering the rate of change
for a finite time step dt smaller than the characteristic time
scales of the phenomena. The spurious terms, which are de-
rived from the previous approximation at the hydrodynamic
level, are called discrete lattice effects. In order to cancel the
discrete lattice effects, some corrections are needed. Let us
introduce the following corrected velocities:49,50
rsus
*
= o
l=0
8
§lvlws
l
− rssws
*/tm − gsddt/2. s71d
The corrected barycentric velocity u*=osxsus
* is conse-
quently defined. Similarly the corrected equilibrium distribu-
tion function ws
el* centered on the specific velocity us
* and
the corrected equilibrium distribution function wssmd
el* centered
on the barycentric velocity u* can be obtained. Thanks to
these quantities, the final lattice Boltzmann method can be
formulated,
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ws
lst + dt,x + vldtd − ws
l
= − xH
dt
ts
0 fws
l
− ws
el*g − e
dt
tm
0 fws
l
− wssmd
el* g +
dt
˛es
kassd
l*
· fdsgs
+ s1 − dsdws
*/tmg , s72d
where ds is defined as
ds = 1 −
1
2
dt
astm
= 1 −
dt
2 SxHts0 + etm0 D , s73d
and it takes into account the discrete lattice effects, while
kassd
l* is the quantity defined by Eq. s70d when the corrected
velocities are considered. It is easy to check that, in the con-
tinuous limit dt→0, the corrected equations coincide with
Eqs. s69d. The corrected specific velocity involves the cor-
rected diffusion velocity and for this reason Eq. s71d realizes
an implicit formulation. This feature can be made evident by
considering the definition of diffusion velocity:
rso
k
fs1 + vm/2ddks − xkvm/2guk
*
= o
l=0
8
§lvlws
l + rsgsdt/2, s74d
where vm=dt /tm is the dimensionless frequency for the
cross collisions. It is possible to derive an explicit formula-
tion for the corrected velocities from the previous equation:
rsus
*
= o
k
FS 22 + vmdks + vm2 + vmxkD
3So
l=0
8
§lvlwk
l + rsgkdt/2DG . s75d
When the cross collisions are negligible vm=0, the previous
correction reduces to the usual definition for the corrected
velocity, which has been modified in order to take into ac-
count the effects of the external field.23 The final lattice Bolt-
zmann method exactly recovers the following equations ssee
Appendix Bd:
]rs
]t
+ = · srsus
*d = 0, s76d
]srsusd
]t
+ = · fs1 − asdrsus
*
^ us
* + asrsu
*
^ u*
+ asrsuassd
*
^ ws
* + asrsws
*
^ uassd
* g
= − = srsesd + rsgs −
1
tm
rsws
*
+ = · hdsasrsestmf=uassd
* + = uassd
*T gj . s77d
The proposed lattice Boltzmann method involves additional
lattice parameters and a proper strategy is needed in order to
tune them. First of all, the constraints must be defined. The
lattice grid size dx, the viscosity of the components ns, and
the viscosity of the ideally coupled mixture nm are consid-
ered input data of the problem. The internal energies for the
components es can be freely tuned, since the energy equa-
tions are not solved. In particular, assuming rs=es /c2, the
parameters rs can be set in such a way as to reproduce the
exact pressure gradients in the momentum equations. On the
other hand, the local stability analysis of the lattice Boltz-
mann model suggests that rs=1/3 is the optimal value for
improving the stability.51 In the low Mach number limit and
when ideal gases are considered, both the effects of density
gradients and of the pressure gradients are negligible. For
this reason, stability will be preferred and the parameters will
be accordingly selected.
Let us consider first the ideally noninteracting configu-
ration, i.e., when 1/tm→0. Let us define vs0 =dt0 /ts0 the di-
mensionless frequency for the generic component and cs
0 the
lattice velocity for the generic component. Since the dimen-
sionless frequency must be set in such a way as to respect the
stability criterion 0łvs
0 ł2, the problem is to define cs
0 and
ts
0 in order to recover the desired lattice grid size dx and the
kinematic viscosity for the single component ns. The follow-
ing formulas hold:
ts
0
=
s2 − vs
0d
6svs
0d2
dx2
ns
, s78d
cs
0
=
dx
ts
0vs
0 =
6 vs
0
s2 − vs
0d
ns
dx
. s79d
The lattice velocities must all be identical, i.e., cs
0
=c0, be-
cause all the mixture components are computed on the same
lattice. This introduces a new constraint for the dimension-
less frequencies. Let us label with a the component of the
mixture characterized by the smallest viscosity, such that
ns
0 øna
0
. The condition cs
0
=c0 implies
vs
0
=
2 nava
0
nss2 − va
0d + nava
0 ł va
0
. s80d
Selecting va
0 in such a way that 0łva
0ł2, all the other
dimensionless frequencies will follow from the previous con-
dition and they will also be 0łvs
0 ł2. In particular, the
previous condition implies that the discretization time steps
for all the components will be identical, dt0=ts
0vs
0
=ta
0va
0
.
Since both binary mixture species evolve on the same
lattice, if they have significantly different molecular weights,
this can increase the computational time because the time
step size is dictated by the lighter species, making the simu-
lation very slow. Moreover, significantly different molecular
weights widen the spectrum of the dimensionless relaxation
frequencies, i.e., vs
0 !va
0 or, equivalently, vs
0 →0. Recalling
Eqs. s78d and s79d, it is evident that very small dimensionless
frequencies for the proposed tuning strategy can induce in-
accurate numerical solutions. For this reason, this strategy is
successful only for moderately different molecular weights.
However, this is an open issue for all multispecies lattice
Boltzmann models which use a single lattice.
We can proceed in a similar way for the ideally miscible
configuration. Let us define vm
0
=dt0 /tm
0 as the dimensionless
frequency for the ideally miscible configuration. The follow-
ing formulas hold:
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tm
0
=
s2 − vm
0 d
6svm
0 d2
dx2
nm
, s81d
cs
m
=
dx
tm
0 vm
0 =
6 vm
0
s2 − vm
0 d
nm
dx
. s82d
In this case, the lattice velocities are naturally identical cs
m
=cm and the same happens for the discretization time steps
dtm=tm
0 vm
0
. For an intermediate degree of coupling, the gen-
eralized expression of the discretization time step can be as-
sumed as
dt = xHdt
0 + edtm = xHta
0va
0 + etm
0 vm
0
. s83d
This allows us to calculate the intermediate values of the
dimensionless frequencies:
vs = dt
xH
ts
0 = vs
0xHfxH + eug , s84d
vm = dt
e
tm
0 = vm
0 efxH/u + eg , s85d
where u is defined as
u =
ns
nm
s2 − vm
0 d
s2 − vs
0d
vs
0
vm
0 . s86d
The discussed strategy for setting the microscopic param-
eters allows us to reproduce the correct viscosities for the
components in the ideally noninteracting limit and for the
mixture in the ideally miscible limit.
The coupling strength e can be tuned by considering the
mutual diffusion coefficient. Since the tuning strategy based
on mixture viscosity was considered in this paper, some con-
straints for selecting the mutual diffusivity must exist. First,
since the internal energies for the discrete model are the
same, i.e., ea=eb, in order to reduce the computational efforts
by using a single lattice, Eqs. s18d and s19d for the diffusion
velocity become the same. Consequently, it is not possible to
distinguish between diffusion coefficient and modified diffu-
sion coefficient, i.e., D=D*, or between Schmidt number and
modified Schmidt number, i.e., Sc=Sc*. In this case, the dif-
fusion coefficient simply reads
Dcsed =
nm
e
, s87d
and, consequently, the Schmidt number becomes
Scsed =
ncsed
Dcsed
= es1 − ed
o
s
xsns
nm
+ e2. s88d
In this case, the mutual diffusion coefficient is bounded from
below, Dønm. The situation is the opposite of that discussed
for the linearized models. The viscous coupling allows us to
freely tune the critical mixture viscosity ncsed and, in particu-
lar, to recover the ideally miscible configuration. But the
mutual diffusion coefficient cannot be smaller than the effec-
tive viscosity for ideally coupled mixture, nm. Also a con-
straint holds for the Schmidt number.
On the other hand, as previously done for the continuous
model, Hamel’s function xH can be set in order to obtain the
desired critical viscosity. In this case the previous correla-
tions must be taken into account for the computation of the
critical viscosity given by Eq. s31d in the discrete model:
ncsed =
daca
2xana
xHda
0sca
0d2 + eda
msca
md2na/nm
+
dbcb
2xbnb
xHdb
0scb
0d2 + edb
mscb
md2nb/nm
, s89d
where the discrete lattice parameter depends on the coupling
strength, namely,
ds = 1 − s1 − ds
0dxH
2
− s1 − ds
mde2 −
xHe
2
svs
0u + vm
0 /ud ,
s90d
and ds
0
=1−vs
0 /2 and ds
m
=1−vm
0 /2 are the limiting cases for
ideally noninteracting components and for ideally miscible
components, respectively.
Finally, the compatibility condition for the discrete
model must also be modified. Considering e=1 in the system
of discrete equations, analogous to the previous system of
equations s22d, and applying the difference between the
equations of the system, the compatibility condition is ob-
tained:
e
nm
sua
x
− ub
xd = ga
x
− gb
x
. s91d
If the forcing terms due to the external field are such as ga
x
=gb
x
, then the solution of the system of equations is unique,
i.e., ua
x
=ub
x
. Let us model a mixture affected by a given forc-
ing term rgx. For the mixture, where only the total value of
the pressure gradient is known, the splitting of the forcing
term among the momentum equations for the components
can be made by means of the previous compatibility condi-
tion. If the source term for a generic species is called rsgs
x
,
then the compatibility condition for the discrete model pre-
scribes that rsgs
x
=xsrgx, i.e., the splitting of the forcing term
must be made on the basis of the mass concentrations. The
difference with the continuous model is due to the fact that
for the lattice Boltzmann model es=e=c2 /3, while for the
continuous model es=eys /xs. This feature of the discrete
lattice model is a consequence of the stability constraint
which has been assumed but it can easily be overcome by
considering different values for the internal energy of each
species, i.e., rsÞ1/3. In the following section, the designed
lattice model will be numerically solved.
IV. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS
Some numerical results are reported for the suggested
discrete lattice model in this section. First, some carefully
conducted benchmarking computations were performed to
verify the transport coefficients of the proposed lattice Bolt-
zmann model. Because the proposed model is isothermal,
diffusivity and kinematic viscosity are the only involved
transport phenomena. Theoretical predicted equations s87d
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and s89d were compared with simulation results reported in
Table I. In particular, simulated diffusivity values were ob-
tained using the transient method presented in Ref. 15. In the
case where ux is a constant and Dcsed is also a constant, a
solution of Eq. s38d, describing a decaying sine wave flowing
along in the x direction with velocity ux, is given as
xafx,tg = xa
0 + sxa8 − xa
0dexpf− k2Dcsedtgsinfksx − uxtdg ,
s92d
where xa
0 is the constant averaged concentration of the a
species, xa8 is the maximum value of the initial perturbation
applied to concentration sin the reported simulations xa8.xa
0
was adoptedd, and 1/k is the wave length of the perturbation.
Since periodic boundary conditions were used, the ratio be-
tween the computational domain length along x axis and the
wave length was an integer. Assuming ux=0, the numerical
diffusivity can be measured by considering the sine wave
maximum decay, namely,
sDcdM =
1
k2t
lnH xafp/s2kd,0g − xa0
xafp/s2kd,tg − xa
0 J . s93d
Similarly we can proceed for the mixture kinematic viscos-
ity. Simulated mixture kinematic viscosity values were ob-
tained considering a plane Poiseuille flow. If the accelera-
tions due to the external force field are the same ga
x
=gb
x
=gx
and prevail over the effects due to the concentration gradi-
ents, then it is possible to assume as
x <rsgx. Assuming gx is
a constant, a solution of Eq. s41d, describing a parabolic flow
between infinitely extended parallel planes, is given as
un
xfyg =
gx
2ncsed
sH − ydy , s94d
where H is the distance between the parallel planes. The
numerical kinematic viscosity can be measured by consider-
ing the fluid flow maximum velocity, namely,
sncdM =
H2gx
8un
xfH/2g
. s95d
Recalling the results reported in Table I, a good agreement
between theoretical predictions and simulation results was
found for both diffusivity and mixture kinematic viscosity.
From this table, it is evident that, in the proposed model, the
cross-collision relaxation time can be tuned to recover the
desired mutual diffusivity or the desired mixture kinematic
viscosity, but not both independently.
The numerical results reported in Table I refer to the
one-dimensional case because analytical solutions useful for
benchmarking are available. However some doubts emerge
regarding the fact that the suitability of suggested tuning
strategy for the relaxation time constants could be valid only
for the one-dimensional case. These doubts were dispelled
by considering the two-dimensional randomly generated po-
rous medium reported in Fig. 1. The actual calculations were
done by using periodic boundary conditions. A given pres-
sure gradient induced the flow of some binary mixtures
through the porous medium. Each mixture was characterized
by a different coupling strength.
When the coupling strength is very small, the two spe-
cies independently evolve according to their kinematic vis-
cosities. When the coupling strength increases, i.e., when the
cross collisions become important, the slower species try to
TABLE I. Comparison between theoretical and simulated results for both diffusivity and mixture kinetic viscosity. The subscript s·dT means the theoretical
values given by Eqs. s87d and s89d, while the subscript s·dM means the measured values given by Eqs. s93d and s95d.
esfld csm/sd tm=tm0 /essd sDcdTsm2/sd sDcdMsm2/sd sncdTsm2/sd sncdMsm2/sd
0.949 136.33 1.6244310−10 1.0064310−6 1.0376310−6 3.7525310−7 3.7560310−7
0.905 131.56 1.7888310−10 1.0320310−6 1.0802310−6 3.5928310−7 3.5944310−7
0.860 127.22 1.9793310−10 1.0679310−6 1.1211310−6 3.4489310−7 3.4488310−7
0.815 123.28 2.2020310−10 1.1156310−6 1.1610310−6 3.3207310−7 3.3190310−7
0.771 119.72 2.4646310−10 1.1774310−6 1.2195310−6 3.2083310−7 3.2048310−7
0.726 116.50 2.7770310−10 1.2563310−6 1.2768310−6 3.1117310−7 3.1079310−7
0.681 113.61 3.1529310−10 1.3564310−6 1.3667310−6 3.0308310−7 3.0264310−7
FIG. 1. The figure shows the randomly generated porous medium consid-
ered in the numerical calculations. Periodic boundary conditions in both
directions are assumed. Only a single component for a generic mixture is
considered. The species flow is due to a given pressure gradient. The lighter
regions are characterized by higher velocities.
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slacken the other species and vice versa. At the end, the
result is that the two species are characterized by velocities
much more similar in comparison with the results for the
noninteracting configurations. In the ideally coupled case,
i.e., when the cross collisions prevail the mixture viscous
velocity or equivalently the barycentric velocity, it is enough
to characterize the mixture fluid flow.
From the physical point of view, we can imagine that
each mixture is made of components characterized by differ-
ent diffusivity but the same kinematic viscosity sif consid-
ered aloned. From the kinetic point of view, this test case
allows us to evaluate the effects of increasing cross collisions
for species characterized by the same self-collisions. More-
over, the effectiveness of the tuning strategy for the relax-
ation time constants can easily be verified because the mix-
ture viscous velocity un
x should be linear with respect to the
coupling strength. In fact, if in the low Reynolds number
limit the fluid flow for each species is essentially controlled
by the critical viscosity nc and the latter was tuned according
to Eq. s42d, then the mixture viscous velocity should be con-
sequently linear.
As an example, the mixture viscosity was assumed to be
linear with the coupling strength, but any other experimental
formula can be included. In particular, strong experimental
evidences exist that cross collisions effect the effective mix-
ture viscosity. In fact, a very popular experimental formula
for the mixture kinematic viscosity is48
nc
r
=
xana
1 + Fabyb/ya
+
xbnb
1 + Fbaya/yb
, s96d
where Fab and Fba are positive corrective factors. In particu-
lar, the experimental data show that the effective kinematic
viscosity for the mixture is smaller than the averaged viscos-
ity based on the mass concentrations of the components nm
r
łosxsns. This allows us to understand the importance of
the previously discussed drawback of the linearized models,
which forces us to consider a fixed mixture viscosity equal to
the averaged viscosity based on the mass concentrations.24,25
Fortunately, the proposed tuning strategy overcomes this
drawback.
In Tables II and III and in Fig. 2 some numerical results
are reported which have been calculated by the proposed
discrete lattice model. In the first case A, the fully coupled
mixture viscosity is set equal to the mass averaged kinematic
viscosity nm=osxsns while, in the second case B, it is set
equal to a lower value nmłosxsns. Hamel’s function has
been set in such a way that the linear equation s42d holds
also for the discrete critical viscosity given by Eq. s89d. As it
is evident by considering Fig. 2, the viscous velocity effec-
tively shows a linear dependence on the coupling strength.
Although the mathematical suitability of the previous strat-
egy has been previously deduced for the one-dimensional
case only, the two-dimensional numerical results confirm that
it is generally effective and it allows us to recover the desired
behavior of the viscous velocity with respect to the coupling
strength for more complex computational domains.
Taking into account the previous results, some conclu-
sions can be summarized.
sid In the present paper, a new lattice Boltzmann model
for binary mixtures has been proposed on the basis of
the two-fluid kinetic theory developed by Hamel.42,43
A proper correction of the discrete lattice effects al-
lows us to exactly recover the performance of the con-
tinuous model with second-order accuracy in both
time and space.49,50 This substantially corrects and
improves a previously proposed two-fluid lattice Bolt-
zmann model for binary mixtures, based on a linear-
ized cross-collisional operator.24,25 In this way, the
theoretical foundation of this model is well estab-
lished in the framework of the kinetic theory. The
lattice model thus naturally inherits all the properties
and all diffusion driving mechanisms of the original
kinetic model. This is in contrast to previous lattice
Boltzmann models for mixtures,14,16–21 which are not
directly based on the fundamental physics of continu-
TABLE II. Superficial velocities Ssusx d saveraged values over the whole porous mediumd for single components of binary mixtures characterized by different
coupling strengths. The critical viscosity is constantly equal to the averaged viscosity based on mass concentrations scase Ad.
sAdncsed=osxsns
esfld xHsfld ncsm2/sd vasfld vbsfld vmsfld Ssuaxdsmm/sd Ssubxdsmm/sd
0.000 1.000 3.750310−6 1.200 1.462 0.000 3.690 8.305
0.001 0.999 3.750310−6 1.199 1.460 0.001 3.753 8.196
0.002 0.998 3.750310−6 1.198 1.459 0.002 3.811 8.115
0.004 0.996 3.750310−6 1.196 1.457 0.004 3.937 7.943
0.008 0.992 3.750310−6 1.192 1.452 0.008 4.121 7.702
0.016 0.984 3.750310−6 1.184 1.442 0.016 4.281 7.323
0.032 0.968 3.750310−6 1.168 1.422 0.032 4.626 6.617
0.064 0.936 3.750310−6 1.135 1.382 0.064 4.913 6.187
0.126 0.827 3.750310−6 1.069 1.302 0.129 5.148 5.848
0.250 0.746 3.750310−6 0.934 1.138 0.263 5.234 5.567
0.500 0.495 3.750310−6 0.647 0.788 0.549 5.315 5.475
0.749 0.246 3.750310−6 0.336 0.410 0.860 5.383 5.424
0.989 0.010 3.750310−6 0.015 0.018 1.185 5.418 5.418
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ous kinetic equations. These models rely on pseudo-
potential interactions16,17 or heuristic free
energies14,18–21 to produce the requisite mixing.
siid This kinetic model implies two fundamental ways to
couple the velocity fields of the mixture components:
a force coupling, based on a source term in the mo-
mentum equations proportional to the diffusive veloc-
ity, and a viscous coupling, based on an additional
term in the effective stress tensor proportional to the
deformation of the barycentric velocity field. Both
coupling mechanisms are derived from cross colli-
sions. Unfortunately, the macroscopic mutual diffu-
sivity and the mixture kinematic viscosity cannot be
independently tuned because only a single cross-
collision relaxation time is available. Tuning strate-
gies based on diffusivity and on mixture kinematic
viscosity have been discussed. It is worth pointing out
that in this model the viscous relaxation process and
the diffusion process are inseparable. This is not be-
cause of a mysterious “equilibrium velocity” as it
happens for the previous single-fluid models,16,17 but
only because of cross collisions, as it should be. The
viscous relaxation process and the diffusion process
can be decoupled by linearizing the cross-collisional
operator,24,25 in order to freely vary the Schmidt num-
ber. This is practical but unphysical because experi-
mental evidences suggest that cross collisions effect
the mixture kinematic viscosity, which in fact cannot
be constantly assumed equal to the mass averaged ki-
nematic viscosity.48
siiid Hamel’s model automatically includes both single-
fluid and two-fluid approaches, because both self-
collisions and cross collisions are described by BGK-
like structures. It can be considered the ideal
forerunner of all linearized models, like the Sirovich’s
model, but it does not require any hypothesis on cross
collisions because there is no local approximation of
the collisional operators. For this reason, the whole
range of the coupling strength is naturally included. In
order to reproduce the ideally miscible configurations,
the viscous coupling is more effective than the force
coupling because there is no need to consider infi-
nitely strong forcing terms in the momentum equa-
tions. Recently a two-fluid model with similar charac-
teristics has been suggested,27 but the lattice
collisional operator has been conjectured without any
theoretical foundation and the Chapman–Enskog
asymptotic analysis has been reported only for a lin-
earized approximation. In particular, there is no dis-
cussion concerning how cross collisions effect the
mixture kinematic viscosity.
sivd This paper shows that it is possible to develop a two-
fluid model within the framework of the standard lat-
tice Boltzmann method and there is no need to con-
TABLE III. Superficial velocities Ssusx d saveraged values over the whole porous mediumd for single components of binary mixtures characterized by different
coupling strengths. The critical viscosity varies according to the coupling strength with the assumed linear law scase Bd.
sBdncsed= s1−edosxsns+enmłosxsns
esfld xHsfld ncsm2/sd vasfld vbsfld vmsfld Ssuaxdsmm/sd Ssubxdsmm/sd
0.000 1.000 3.750310−6 1.200 1.462 0.000 3.690 8.305
0.001 0.999 3.749310−6 1.199 1.461 0.001 3.736 8.253
0.002 0.998 3.748310−6 1.199 1.460 0.002 3.776 8.173
0.003 0.997 3.747310−6 1.198 1.459 0.003 3.851 8.081
0.006 0.993 3.745310−6 1.195 1.458 0.005 3.977 7.903
0.012 0.987 3.739310−6 1.190 1.450 0.009 4.178 7.650
0.024 0.973 3.729310−6 1.180 1.437 0.019 4.523 7.226
0.048 0.946 3.708310−6 1.160 1.413 0.038 4.850 6.566
0.096 0.893 3.666310−6 1.119 1.362 0.077 5.217 6.250
0.191 0.791 3.582310−6 1.032 1.257 0.160 5.544 6.101
0.382 0.590 3.414310−6 0.839 1.021 0.349 6.043 6.261
0.573 0.398 3.246310−6 0.616 0.750 0.570 6.468 6.617
0.764 0.214 3.078310−6 0.361 0.440 0.827 7.099 7.174
0.994 0.006 2.875310−6 0.011 0.013 1.189 7.662 7.662
FIG. 2. Superficial velocity for the components of the binary mixtures flow-
ing in a randomly generated porous medium. Two cases are considered: in
the first case, the fully coupled mixture viscosity is set equal to the mass
averaged viscosity and, in the second case, it is set equal to the generic
experimental viscosity.
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sider the finite-difference lattice approach in order to
achieve this goal. This evidence contradicts some
statements of a recent paper.26 Although the two-fluid
model proposed in Refs. 24 and 25 did not satisfy the
species continuity equation, it is easy to solve the
problem by considering the technique recently sug-
gested to properly take into account the effects due to
the external force field.49,50 In this case, the velocity
correction must satisfy a slightly more complicated
formula given by Eq. s75d.
svd Although more discrete distribution functions are con-
sidered, they should share the same discretization of
the space. In fact if the same spatial discretization and
the same time step are considered, then all the distri-
bution functions can share the same lattice velocity
cs=c. This congruence condition is simply a numeri-
cal trick, but it is very useful in order to reduce the
demand of computational resources by including dif-
ferent relaxation dynamics on the same discretization
of the phase space. However, since this strategy forces
us to consider values of the relaxation parameters dif-
ferent from the optimal ones required by stability, the
universality of this strategy could be uncertain.
An improvement of the proposed lattice Boltzmann
model for binary mixing could be the development of a
multiple-relaxation-time model for the cross-collisional
operator.52,53 In this way, it should be possible to indepen-
dently tune both mutual diffusivity and mixture kinematic
viscosity, which differs from the elementary mass averaged
kinematic viscosity according to the experimental data, but
simultaneously preserving the fact that both phenomena are
derived from cross collisions.
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APPENDIX A: CHAPMAN–ENSKOG ASYMPTOTIC
ANALYSIS OF HAMEL’S MODEL
An asymptotic analysis will be performed to recover the
macroscopic equations for the lower-order moments, which
are derived from the simplified kinetic models defined by
Eqs. s3d–s5d and s8d. The Chapman–Enskog expansion
technique30 is very popular and it essentially consists of ex-
panding the velocity distribution function in terms of a small
parameter sKnudsen numberd but not the macroscopic mo-
ments. It is well known that the Chapman–Enskog expansion
can bring in solutions which are simply nonexistent2,3 when
the equations beyond the Navier–Stokes system are consid-
ered. Since in this case we limit our interest to the transport
coefficients involved in the Navier–Stokes system, the
Chapman–Enskog expansion will be considered.
Let us expand the velocity distribution function in terms
of a small parameter K, which is proportional to the Knudsen
number Kn:
fs = fss0d + Kfss1d + K2fss2d + fl , sA1d
and proceed in the same way for the partial derivatives:
]
]t
= K
]
]ts1d
+ K2
]
]ts2d
+ fl , sA2d
]
]xi
= K
]
]xi
s1d + fl , sA3d
]
]vi
= K
]
]vi
s1d + fl . sA4d
The expansion of the gradient which involves the micro-
scopic velocity sA4d is quite unusual, but it is equivalent to
the common practice of considering the effects of the exter-
nal force field of the first order in the Knudsen number. Both
of these approaches simplify the asymptotic analysis but
nonetheless allow us to recover the correct source term in the
momentum equation due to the external force field. Substi-
tuting the previous expansions in the kinetic model, given by
Eqs. s3d–s5d, a coupled hierarchy system of equations in the
powers of K is obtained and the first elements of this system
are
fss0d = s1 − asdfse + asfssmde , sA5d
] fss0d
]ts1d
+ v · =s1dfss0d + gs · =vs1dfss0d = −
1
astm
fss1d, sA6d
] fss0d
]ts2d
+
] fss1d
]ts1d
+ v · =s1dfss1d + gs · =vs1dfss1d = −
1
astm
fss2d,
sA7d
where 0łas=ts / sts+tmdł1. The effects of the external
force field in Eq. sA7d, which involves the terms OsK2d, can
be neglected. This practice is based on the fact that the non-
equilibrium distribution function does not differ too much
from the equilibrium distribution with regard to the micro-
scopic velocity in the fluid regime limit.32 Equation sA6d can
be simplified by means of the first order of the expansion
sA5d:
− =v
s1dfss0d = s1 − asd
fse
es
sv − usd + as
fssmde
es
sv − ud , sA8d
where the scale index of the velocity has been omitted vs1d
→v because it is the dummy variable in the next integrals.
Finally the system of equations becomes
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] fss0d
]ts1d
+ v · =s1dfss0d = −
1
astm
fss1d + s1 − asd
fse
es
gs · sv − usd
+ as
fssmde
es
gs · sv − ud , sA9d
] fss0d
]ts2d
+
] fss1d
]ts1d
+ v · =s1dfss1d = −
1
astm
fss2d. sA10d
Recovering the macroscopic equations for the moments of
the velocity distribution function requires multiplying the
previous equations by the collisional invariants and then per-
forming the integration over the microscopic velocity. Since
the previous equations are coupled, this procedure will be
useful only if the integral equations are decoupled. In the
single-fluid BGK model, it is easy to demonstrate that the
higher-order terms due to the expansion of the distribution
function, i.e., f sjd " jø1, do not effect the moments of the
collisional invariants. In this case, since the first order of the
expansion fss0d is a linear combination of Maxwellian func-
tions, which in general does not yield a Maxwellian function,
this property does not hold anymore. The following similar
conditions can be derived:
E mso
j=1
‘
Kjfssjddv =E msffs − fss0dgdv = 0, sA11d
o
s
1
astm
E msvo
j=1
‘
Kjfssjddv
= o
s
1
astm
E msvffs − fss0dgdv
=
1
tm
o
s
rssus − ud = 0, sA12d
o
s
1
astm
E 12msv2oj=1
‘
Kjfssjddv
= o
s
1
astm
E 12msv2ffs − fss0dgdv
=
1
2tm
o
s
rssus
2
− u2d ø 0. sA13d
Particularly, the condition sA13d can be easily proved by
remembering that the sum of the kinetic energies of the com-
ponents must be greater than or equal to the barycentric ki-
netic energy because of the deformation energy. This consid-
eration allows us to assume that each term of the series is
positive and can be bounded above by the right-hand side of
the property sA13d. Since the previous relations must be sat-
isfied for any small value of the parameter K, finally we
obtain
E msfssjddv = 0, sA14d
o
s
qs
sjd
= 0, sA15d
o
s
ws
sjd !
1
2tm
o
s
rssus
2
− u2d sA16d
for any jth perturbation sjø1d of the velocity distribution
function, where qs
sjd
and ws
sjd
are moments of the considered
perturbation:
qs
sjd
=
1
astm
E msvfssjddv , sA17d
ws
sjd
=
1
2astm
E msv2fssjddv . sA18d
This means that the higher-order terms of the expansion for
the distribution function can effect the moments of the colli-
sional invariants for each species in such a way that the
previous relations must hold.
Multiplying Eq. sA9d by the collisional invariants and
integrating over the microscopic velocity, the following
equations are recovered:
]rs
]ts1d
+ =s1d · srsusd = as=s1d · srswsd , sA19d
]
]ts1d
frssus − aswsdg + =s1d · fs1 − asdrsus ^ us
+ asrsu ^ ug = − =s1dsrsesd + rsgs − qs
s1d
, sA20d
]srses
t d
]ts1d
−
as
2
]
]ts1d
frssus
2
− u2dg + =s1d · frsses
t us − aseswsdg
= − =s1d · frsessus − aswsdg
+
as
2
=s1d · frssus
2us − u
2udg + rssus − aswsd · gs − ws
s1d
,
sA21d
where ws=us−u is the diffusion velocity for the generic
species and es
t
=es+rsus
2 /2 is the specific total energy.
Let us consider the effects of the first-order perturbation
on the continuity equation. Multiplying Eq. sA10d by the
particle mass for the generic species, the following equation
is recovered:
]rs
]ts2d
= − astm=
s1d
· qs
s1d
. sA22d
In the derivation of the previous equation, Eqs. sA19d and
sA20d have been applied. If Eqs. sA19d and sA22d are
summed, then the final result for the continuity equation is
obtained:
]rs
]t
+ = · srsusd = as = · frsws − tmqs
s1dg . sA23d
According to the previously discussed definition given by
Eq. sA17d, the general property given by Eq. sA12d pre-
scribes that the resultant of the vectors qs
s1d
, when all the
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mixture components are considered, must be zero, i.e.,
osqs
s1d
=0. Since each parameter as can be independently
varied by setting the relaxation time constants for the corre-
sponding species, the previous property implies that the vec-
tor qs
s1d
cannot depend on as. For this reason, the divergence
involved in the right-hand side of the previous equation does
not explicitly depend on as. In particular, if the relaxation
time constants are properly set in such a way that as=1, then
the considered model reduces to the single-fluid model with
regard to the barycentric velocity. It has been shown by
means of both Grad’s moment method and the Chapman–
Enskog expansion that this model satisfies the continuity
equation.22,47 For this reason, it is possible to conclude that
qs
s1d
=rsws /tm and this result must be considered indepen-
dent of the value of as. For this reason, Eq. sA23d reduces to
Eq. s9d.
Let us proceed in the same way for the momentum equa-
tion. Multiplying the previously discussed Eq. sA10d by the
particle momentum for the generic species and integrating
over the microscopic velocity, the following equation is re-
covered:
]
]ts2d
frssus − aswsdg + as
]
]ts1d
srswsd
= − =s1d · SE msv ^ vfss1ddvD − qss2d. sA24d
Equations sA19d–sA21d will be used to simplify the analysis
of the effects of the first-order perturbation to the momentum
equation and, in particular, to calculate the integrals in the
right-hand side of the previous equation. Because the mo-
ments are linear integral forms of the distribution function,
Eqs. sA19d–sA21d are essentially linear combinations of the
Euler’s equations for the generic species and for the single-
fluid barycentric description. Unfortunately, these equations
are nonlinear with regard to the moments and for this reason
it is convenient to reformulate them in the following way:
]rs
]ts1d
+ =s1d · frsuassdg = 0, sA25d
]
]ts1d
frsuassdg + =s1d · frsuassd ^ uassd + ass1 − asdrsws
^ wsg = − =s1dsrsesd + rsgs − qs
s1d
, sA26d
]
]ts1d
srsesd +
1
2
]
]ts1d
frsuassd
2 + ass1 − asdrsws
2g
+ =s1d · frsesuassd + Osuuassdu3dg = − =s1d · frsesuassdg
+ rsgs · uassd − ws
s1d
, sA27d
where uassd= s1−asdus+asu is the linearly interpolated ve-
locity. Because we are interested in the low Mach number
limit, the terms which involve higher powers of the veloci-
ties can be neglected. Applying Eqs. sA25d–sA27d, the fol-
lowing expression can be recovered:
−E msv ^ vfss1ddv
= − astmFrses = · uassd − uassd · qss1d + wss1d
+
1
2
ass1 − asd
]srsws
2d
]ts1d
GI + astm
3Frses = uassd + rses = uassdT − uassd ^ qss1d
− qs
s1d
^ uassd + ass1 − asd
]
]ts1d
srsws ^ wsdG . sA28d
It is interesting to point out that the previous result does not
depend on the external force field. If in both scalar and ten-
sorial quadratic forms the effects due to the diffusion veloc-
ity are smaller than the effects due to the interpolated veloc-
ity, i.e.,
uassd
2 @ ass1 − asdws
2
, sA29d
uassd ^ uassd @ ass1 − asdws ^ ws, sA30d
then the time derivatives in the integral sA28d can be ne-
glected. Some hypotheses can also be formulated about the
effects due to the moments of the first-order perturbation.
According to the definition sA17d, the property sA16d can be
reformulated as
o
s
ws
s1d !
1
2os qs
s1d
· sus + ud = Fo
s
qs
s1d
· uassdG
as=1/2
.
sA31d
It is well known that both in fully decoupled systems sas
=0d and in systems described by the single-fluid approach
sas=1d, the moments of the perturbations do not effect the
macroscopic equations. For the intermediate case sas=1/2d,
the previous property demonstrates that the effects due to the
lower-order moments of the perturbation prevail. As a first
approximation, it is then reasonable to assume that the ef-
fects of ws
s1d
can be neglected in Eq. sA28d. Substituting the
simplified form of Eq. sA28d into Eq. sA24d and adding the
result to Eq. sA20d, the momentum equation for the generic
species is obtained:
]srsusd
]t
+ = · fs1 − asdrsus ^ us + asrsu ^ u
+ asrsuassd ^ ws + asrsws ^ uassdg = − = srses
c d
+ rsgs −
1
tm
rsws + = · hasrsestmf=uassd
+ = uassd
T gj , sA32d
where es
c is the corrected internal energy and its expression is
es
c
= es − asws · uassd + astmes = · uassd. sA33d
In the derivation of Eq. sA33d, it has been assumed that
uqs
s1du@ uqs
s2du because the perturbations of the distribution
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function can be considered decreasing corrections of the pre-
vious terms in the expansion. In the small Mach number
limit, the corrected internal energy coincides with the inter-
nal energy, which is the leading term. For this reason, Eq.
sA32d reduces to Eq. s10d.
APPENDIX B: CHAPMAN–ENSKOG ASYMPTOTIC
ANALYSIS OF THE SUGGESTED LATTICE
BOLTZMANN MODEL
The Chapman–Enskog asymptotic analysis will be used
in order to design a lattice Boltzmann model which recovers
the performance of the continuous Hamel’s model with
second-order accuracy in both time and space. Particularly
some corrections are needed for removing the unexpected
discrete lattice effects. Let us start from the simple lattice
Boltzmann model defined by Eqs. s69d and s70d. The macro-
scopic equations for the lower-order moments will be dis-
cussed. First, the left-hand side of Eq. s69d is expanded by a
Taylor series in dt up to the second order:
Dlws
l
Dt
+
dt
2
Dl
Dt
Dlws
l
Dt
= −
xH
ts
0 fws
l
− ws
elg −
e
tm
0 fws
l
− wssmd
el g
+
1
˛es
kassd
l
· gs. sB1d
Then let us expand the normalized velocity distribution func-
tion ws
l in terms of a small parameter K, which is propor-
tional to the Knudsen number Kn. The procedure is the same
as previously considered for the continuous model and it
yields
ws
l
= ws
ls0d + Kws
ls1d + K2ws
ls2d + fl . sB2d
We can analogously proceed for the partial derivatives given
by Eqs. sA2d and sA3d. In this case, it is better to define a
substantial derivative for the generic microscopic velocity of
the lattice by grouping together terms with the same order of
magnitude:
Dl
s1d
Dts1d
=
]
]ts1d
+ vl · =s1d. sB3d
Substituting the previous expansions in the simple model, a
coupled hierarchy system of equations in the powers of K is
obtained and the first elements of this system are
Dl
s1dws
ls0d
Dts1d
= −
1
astm
ws
ls1d +
1
˛es
kassd
l
· gs, sB4d
]ws
ls0d
]ts2d
+
Dl
s1dws
ls1d
Dts1d
+
dt
2
Dl
s1d
Dts1d
Dl
s1dws
ls0d
Dts1d
= −
1
astm
ws
ls2d
.
sB5d
Particularly the last term in the left-hand side of Eq. sB5d can
be simplified by considering Eq. sB4d:
]ws
ls0d
]ts2d
+ ds
Dl
s1dws
ls1d
Dts1d
= −
1
astm
ws
ls2d
−
dt
2˛es
Dl
s1d
Dts1d
fkassd
l
· gsg ,
where
ds = 1 −
1
2
dt
astm
= 1 −
dt
2 SxHts0 + etm0 D . sB6d
Recovering the macroscopic equations requires multiplying
the previous equations by the collisional invariants and then
performing the integration over the microscopic velocity. Be-
cause Eq. sB4d is analogous to Eq. sA9d for the continuous
model, the same results are obtained and the macroscopic
equations sA19d and sA20d still hold for the simple model.
The effects of the first-order perturbation on the continuity
equation involve the following sum:
1
astm
o
l=0
8
§lvlws
ls1d
, sB7d
which is equivalent to the vector qs
s1d for the continuous
model. Equation sA15d can be easily generalized to calculate
the previous quantity. Particularly since this quantity cannot
depend on as, it cannot depend on the discrete lattice effects
and this means that it must coincide with the vector qs
s1d
=rsws /tm. An equivalent way to obtain the same result is to
suppose that the diffusion velocity ws is a first-order term
with regard to the parameter K:
1
astm
o
l=0
8
§lvlo
j=1
‘
Kjws
lsjd
=
1
tm
rswsK . sB8d
Both approaches allow us to analyze the effects of the first-
order perturbation on the continuity equation:
]rs
]ts2d
= − daas=s1d · srswsd −
dt
2
=s1d · srsgsd . sB9d
Summing the previous equation with Eq. sA19d, the continu-
ity equation for the simple model is obtained:
]rs
]t
+ = · srsusd =
dt
2
= · srslsd , sB10d
where ls=ws /tm−gs is the difference between the accelera-
tion due to the internal coupling force and the external force
field.
Proceed in the same way for the momentum equation.
Multiplying Eq. sB6d by the particle momentum for the ge-
neric species and integrating over the microscopic velocity,
the following equation is recovered:
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]]ts2d
frssus − aswsdg + as
]
]ts1d
srswsd
=
dt
2
]
]ts1d
srslsd
−
dt
2
=s1d · frsuassd ^ gs + rsgs ^ uassdg
− ds=s1d · SE msv ^ vfss1ddvD , sB11d
where the effects of the higher-order perturbations have been
neglected. Applying Eqs. sA25d–sA27d and supposing that
the effects due to both scalar and tensorial quadratic forms of
the diffusion velocity are smaller than the effects due to the
linearly interpolated velocity,
−E msv ^ vfss1ddv = rsses − esc dI + astmfrses = uassd
+ rses = uassd
T
− rsuassd ^ ws/tm
− rsws ^ uassd/tmg . sB12d
Considering the previous result, summing Eq. sB11d with Eq.
sA20d, the momentum equation for the simple model is ob-
tained:
]srsusd
]t
+ = · fs1 − asdrsus ^ us + asrsu ^ u
+ asrsuassd ^ ws + asrsws ^ uassdg = − = srsesd
+ rsgs −
1
tm
rsws + = · hdsasrsestmf=uassd
+ = uassd
T gj +
dt
2
]
]t
srslsd +
dt
2
= · frsuassd ^ ls
+ rsls ^ uassdg , sB13d
where es
c <es has been assumed. Comparing Eqs. sB10d and
sB13d with the macroscopic equations of the continuous
Hamel’s model given by Eqs. s9d and s10d, the discrete lat-
tice effects are evident. Although the macroscopic equations
of the simple model recover the equations of the continuous
model when dt→0, the simple model would be only accu-
rate up to the first order. For improving the accuracy up to
the second order, some corrections are needed. A recently
suggested method for recovering the correct hydrodynamic
equations will be generalized for the mixtures.49
Let us introduce the following corrected velocities:
rsus
*
= o
l=0
8
§lvlws
l + rsts
*dt , sB14d
where ts
* is an auxiliary vector. Consequently the corrected
barycentric velocity u*=osxsus
* is defined. Similarly the
corrected equilibrium distribution function ws
el* centered on
the specific velocity us
* and the corrected equilibrium distri-
bution function wssmd
el* centered on the barycentric velocity u*
can be obtained. Let us introduce the following guessed lat-
tice Boltzmann model:
Dlws
l
Dt
+
dt
2
Dl
Dt
Dlws
l
Dt
= −
xH
ts
0 fws
l
− ws
el*g −
e
tm
0 fws
l
− wssmd
el* g
+
1
˛es
kassd
l*
· gs + Us
l*
, sB15d
where kassd
l* is the generalization of Eq. s70d when the cor-
rected velocities are considered. The additional corrective
factor Us
l* is defined as
Us
l*
= rsF− dt
astm
ts
*
· vl
es
+
Ts
*:svl ^ vl − esId
2es
2 G , sB16d
where Ts
* is an auxiliary tensor. The previous corrections to
the simple model do not effect the first term of the expan-
sion, i.e., ws
ls0d*
= s1−asdws
el*+aswssmd
el*
. Using the previous
result, the definition of the diffusion velocity, Eq. sB14d, and
assuming that the additional term in the corrected velocities
is of the first order in the Knudsen number because it is
multiplied by the discretization time step, the property given
by Eq. sB8d can be generalized as
1
astm
o
l=0
8
§lvlo
j=1
‘
Kjws
lsjd*
= S 1
tm
rsws
*
−
1
astm
rsts
*dtDK .
sB17d
The previous corrections have been designed in such a way
as to preserve the macroscopic equations sA19d and sA20d, if
the velocities of the mixture components are redefined ac-
cording to Eq. sB14d. Proceeding in the usual way, the ef-
fects of the first-order perturbation on the continuity equation
can be analyzed and summing this result to Eq. sA19d the
final form of the continuity equation is obtained:
]rs
]t
+ = · srsus
!d = dt = · frssls
*/2 + ts
*dg . sB18d
The auxiliary vector can be set in such a way as to reproduce
the performance of the continuous model with second-order
accuracy, i.e., ts
*
=−ls
* /2.
Similarly the effects of the first-order perturbation on the
momentum equation can be analyzed and summing this re-
sult to Eq. sA20d the final form of the momentum equation is
obtained:
]srsusd
]t
+ = · fs1 − asdrsus
*
^ us
* + asrsu
*
^ u*
+ asrsuassd
*
^ ws
* + asrsws
*
^ uassd
* g = − = srsesd
+ rsgs −
1
tm
rsws
* + = · hdsasrsestmf=uassd
*
+ = uassd
*T gj +
1
2
= · fdtrsuassd
*
^ ls
* + dtrsls
*
^ uassd
*
− astmrssTs
* + Ts
*Tdg . sB19d
The auxiliary tensor can be set in such a way to reproduce
the performance of the continuous model with second-order
accuracy, i.e., Ts
*
=dtuassd
*
^ ls
* / sastmd. The previous results
can be included in the definition of the corrective factor:
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Us
l*
= rs
dt
2astm
F ls* · vl
es
−
uassd
*
^ ls
*:svl ^ vl − esId
es
2 G .
sB20d
It is easy to verify that Us
l*
= s1−dsdkassd
l*
· ls
* /˛es. Substitut-
ing this result into the corrected Eq. sB16d, the final lattice
Boltzmann model given by Eq. s72d is recovered. It is inter-
esting to highlight that for noninteracting particles, i.e., when
1/tm→0, the discussed correction reduces to the well-
known formula for the external force field.49
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